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“Cancer survival rates are at a record high, with latest data showing an estimated 7,000 more people surviving cancer after NHS treatment compared with three years previous. One of our key ambitions is to put cancer patient experience front and centre. Everyone is unique, with different views and priorities, so it’s vital that they receive personalised support.” Professor Chris Harrison National Clinical Director for Cancer, NHS England September 2017

“Latest data shows that national one year survival rates for all cancers continue to rise, as do rates for breast, colorectal and lung cancer individually. The one year survival rate has increased to 70.4%, the equivalent of around an extra 2,400 cancer survivors as a result of improved NHS treatment over the past year…. Once treatment is finished, it is vital that people continue to have the right care and support. This will be different for everyone and it is important to work with people to develop an appropriate plan to suit them, instead of a one size fits all approach where people are booked in for appointments at set time scales.” Simon Stevens, Chief Executive, NHS England

“About one in four cancer patients will come out of cancer treatment with debilitating and very serious side effects ... like incontinence, or experiencing serious sexual problems. Those are the things we tend not to talk about, but they can be the things that really result in people having a very poor life experience after their cancer diagnosis.... More and more people are being diagnosed with cancer and, in general, having a more sophisticated life with their cancer than perhaps they would have done. What we are now seeing is that lot of people are coming in and out of treatment, so all of that does put pressure on the NHS” Lynda Thomas, Chief Executive, Macmillan

This national annual summit takes a practical approach to improving practice and outcomes for those living with and beyond cancer, moving from surviving to thriving. Through national updates and practical case studies the conference aims to support you to deliver on the above priorities outlined by NHS England and develop effective cancer survivorship support and services. There will be an extended focus on implementing the New National Quality Indicator for recovering cancer patients published in September 2017, and learning from the early experience at the pilot sites. The conference will also explore how we meet the unmet needs of people living with and beyond cancer, accelerating the roll-out of stratified follow up pathways and the commissioning of holistic packages of support, and ensuring every person with cancer will have access to relevant elements of the Recovery Package.

This conference will enable you to:
• Network with colleagues who are working to improve services for cancer survivors
• Learn from outstanding practice in the development of cancer survivorship programmes
• Reflect on the perspectives on cancer survivors
• Get up to date with national developments on cancer survivorship including the new national quality of life metric
• Reflect on the development of your own services including recovery packages, risk stratified follow up and support programmes
• Understand how to work with staff to move the focus from surviving to thriving
• Identify key strategies for improving managing the consequences of cancer treatment
• Develop your role in meeting the needs of cancer survivors
• Self assess and expand your skills in developing risk stratified follow up and remote surveillance
• Gain CPD accreditation points contributing to professional development and revalidation evidence

100% of delegates at the last conference on this subject would recommend the event to a colleague
10.00 Chair’s Introduction
Chair to be announced

10.10 National Update: Living With and Beyond Cancer
Speaker to be announced
- meeting the unmet needs of people living with and beyond cancer
- the national quality of life metric to ensure that we monitor and learn lessons to support people better in living well after treatment has ended
- accelerate the roll-out of stratified follow up pathways and the commissioning of holistic packages of support
- ensuring every person with cancer will have access to relevant elements of the recovery package and that stratified follow up pathways should be in place for the common cancers
- moving forward

10.40 A Cancer Survivor’s Perspective
Speaker to be announced
- what support do people with cancer, cancer survivors and their families need?
- improving public awareness of support for people living with and beyond cancer

11.10 Questions & answers, followed by coffee at 11.20

11.50 The New National Quality of Life Metric for Cancer Survivorship: Learning from a pilot site
Speaker to be announced
- the new national quality metric for Cancer Survivorship
- implementation in practice
- our experience as a pilot site

12.20 EXTENDED SESSION: Delivering an effective cancer survivorship programme
Speaker to be announced
This session will focus on the learning from developing a cancer survivorship programme for adult survivors of cancer. The session will look at the critical success factors in delivering effective cancer survivorship and moving the focus from surviving to thriving. The session will include opportunities for group work and interactive discussion and reflection on your service.

13.00 Questions & answers, followed by lunch at 13.10

14.00 Delivering supported self management
Speaker to be announced
- delivering supported self management
- managing the fear of recurrence
- meeting the psychological needs of cancer survivors
- enabling self support and self triggered follow up

14.30 Improving the survivorship pathway: Meeting Practical and Emotional Needs
Speaker to be announced
- meeting the practical and emotional needs of people with cancer and cancer survivors: dealing with uncertainty, stress and support
- working with social care and the voluntary sector
- how the support changes from diagnosis through to survivorship
- improving the survivorship pathway
- our approach in practice and moving forward

15.00 Living with and beyond cancer
Delivering an effective survivorship programme to improving outcomes and managing late effects
Sarah Guest
CNS Team Leader & Service Development in LWABC
With Claire Walker
Associate Practitioner Leads on Health & Wellbeing
& Stacey Shields
Staff Nurse Leads on Clinical Follow & Late Effects
Hull and East Yorkshire Hospitals NHS Trust
- developing an effective cancer survivorship programme
- measuring and improving outcomes and late effects
- moving the focus from surviving to thriving

15.30 Questions & answers, followed by coffee at 15.40

16.00 Living well and delivering effective risk stratified follow up
Speaker to be announced
- improving outcomes for people living with and beyond cancer: what works in practice?
- supporting those living with and beyond cancer to be as active as possible
- stratification and key assessment/reassessment triggers
- supporting self management and reducing unnecessary follow up visits

16.30 Long term Recovery and improved outcomes supported by delivery of an effective Recovery Package
Speaker to be announced
- national evaluation and learning around delivery
- delivering the suite of interventions to achieve maximum benefit
- practical support and not re-inventing the wheel
- sustaining and embedding in practice

17.00 Questions and answers, followed by close at 17.10
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How to book
Book online via credit card and receive a 10% discount*
www.healthcareconferencesuk.co.uk
Fax: 0208 181 6491
Post this form to Healthcare Conferences UK
8 Wilson Drive, Ottershaw, Surrey, KT16 0NT

> Your Details (please complete a new form for each delegate. Photocopies are acceptable)

Dr Mr Mrs Ms (Please Circle)
First Name
Surname
Job Title
Department
Organisation
Address
Postcode
Telephone
Fax
Email

Please write your address clearly as confirmation will be sent by email, if you prefer confirmation by post please tick this box; Please also ensure you complete your full postal address details for our records.

Please specify any special dietary or access requirements

This form must be signed by the delegate or an authorised person before we can accept the booking (By signing this form you are accepting the terms and conditions below)

Name
Signature
Date

> Payment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Payment Method</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>By Cheque</strong></td>
<td>A cheque for _______ is enclosed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>By Invoice</strong></td>
<td>Please send an invoice to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>By BACS</strong></td>
<td>For Payments in £: 40-46-22  Account No. 21553690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>By credit card</strong></td>
<td>Please debit my Visa/Mastercard/Switch All sections must be completed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cardholder’s Name
Card No.
Valid From
Expiry Date
Issue No. (switch only)

You will be contacted during the processing of your booking to confirm the payment card security code. (This is the last three digits of the number printed on the back of your card)

Signature
Card billing address

Promotional Code

I cannot attend the conference but would like to receive a PDF containing the conference handbook material, which includes speaker slides, at £49 each.

The PDF will be emailed out after the conference, please fill in the ‘Your Details’ section above, ensuring your email address is clear and the ‘Payment’ section.

For more information contact Healthcare Conferences UK on 01932 429933 or email jayne@hc-uk.org.uk

Venue
The Studio Conference Centre, 7 Cannon Street, Birmingham, B2 5EP. A map of the venue will be sent with confirmation of your booking.
Date Friday 23 February 2018
Conference Fee
£365 + VAT (£438.00) for NHS, Social care, private healthcare organisations and universities.
£300 + VAT (£360.00) for voluntary sector / charities.
£495 + VAT (£594.00) for commercial organisations.
The fee includes lunch, refreshments and a copy of the conference handbook. VAT at 20%.

*Credit card Discount
10% discount when you book via credit or debit card. This offer is exclusive to card bookings and cannot be used in conjunction with any other Healthcare Conferences UK offer.

**Group Rates
A discount of 15% is available to all but the first delegate from the same organisation, booked at the same time, for the same conference.

Terms & Conditions
A refund, less a 20% administration fee, will be made if cancellations are received, in writing, at least 4 weeks before the conference. We regret that any cancellation after this cannot be refunded, and that refunds for failure to attend the conference cannot be made, but substitute delegates are welcome at any time.

Accommodation
On confirmation of your booking you will receive information for booking accommodation should you require it.

Confirmation of Booking
All bookings will be confirmed by email, unless stated otherwise. Please contact us if you have not received confirmation 7-10 days after submitting your booking.

Exhibition
If you are interested in exhibiting at this event, please contact Carolyn Goodbody on 01932 429933, or email carolyn@hc-uk.org.uk

Credits
CPD Certified. Recognised by the Good Governance Institute.

Conference Producer is a member of the British Association for Professional Conference Organisers.

The information provided will be held on the Healthcare Conferences UK’s database and may be used to update you with details of other events that we organise. If you DO NOT wish to receive this information, please tick this box.

We occasionally release your details to companies sponsoring or exhibiting at our events. If you DO NOT wish to receive information from these companies, please tick this box.

Healthcare Conferences UK reserve the right to make changes to speakers and programmes without prior notice.

©Healthcare Conferences UK Ltd 2016

Visit our website: www.healthcareconferencesuk.co.uk or tel 01932 429933 fax 0208 181 6491